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MULTITOUCH
AUDIO PROJECT
by Peter Peerdeman & Timen Olthof – http://www.niftysystems.nl

Abstract
In this project we will develop an immersive audio experience in flash, using a multitouch
interface for user interaction. By using a simple home made webcam surface box and the CCV
recognition software we can generate TUIO messages from touch interactions that can control the
flash audio program.
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Introduction

We have been dreaming about creating our own musical instrument for quite some time. Inspired by
among others the Eigenharp 1 and Bebot 2 , we decided that our own musical instrument should not
just be some software synthesizer application, but instead a symbiotic combination of software and
hardware: the software should be controlled more intuitively than with the usual keyboard / mouse
combination.

Figure 1: Bebot for iPhone
Because we experienced in the Bebot iPhone application (as seen in figure 1) how well a multi
touch screen can function as an intuitive method to interact with software, and in particular with audio
software (producing a note for every finger) we decided to try and build our own touch screen setup
and touch driven application.
We like ActionScript3. Flash is the de facto standard for rich internet applications, and since
the release of Flash Player 10, audio functionality is becoming more powerful. ActionScript3 is also
probably the best programming language to create visual applications, which helps us in creating an
intuitive user interface for our application.
These things said, we have gathered the ingredients to fuel an explorative approach develop an
intuitive multitouch audio application. The goal of this project is to create an interesting demo by
first creating our own multitouch hardware setup, then exploring the available demos to get some
inspiration and starting point and then designing our own application based on our findings and ideas.
We aim to create an intuitive multi touch musical instrument, as a sequencer would by definition be
less interactive, direct and intuitive.
This document describes the development of our multitouch audio experience. It also aims to give
an inventarisation of the available multitouch systems and audio generation technologies in ActionScript3.

2

Multi Touch

Multi touch technologies are moving into the mainstream market. They are most prominently featured
on smartphones, personal media players (such as the iPod touch), ebook readers and internet tablets, but
personal computers, especially so called ‘all-in-one’ pc’s are often equiped with multi touch screens as
well. Now that Windows 7 features multi touch support and is partly optimised for multi touch control,
and Apple Macbooks have multitouch gesture support, it is time for applications to adapt this totaly
different, probably more intuitive interaction paradigm.
1 Eigenlabs

Eigehnharp: http://www.eigenlabs.com/
Bebot: http://www.normalware.com/

2 Normalware’s
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Multi Touch Theory

The term multitouch can be described as “... the ability not only to detect physical touches and movements on a screen, but to detect and track multiple touches and movements simultaneously.”[1]
There are two ways of looking at the user’s multi touch activity: parsing touch data is split up in to
gestures and touchevents. Gestures are “the synthesis of multiple touch events into a single event”[1].
With the arrival of multitouch devices such as the iPhone and the multitouch touchpads built into new
MacBooks, gestures such as “pinching” to zoom in and out have become a very common way of
interacting with devices.
Though gestures are very well known in the general audience, and a very high level way of looking
at touch activity, we have found that the use of gestures in an interactive application like we wanted
to develop is actually quite limited because we have only a few gestures to choose from. Furthermore,
the events generated by gestures just contain a single value for that certain gesture, which is great for
manipulating a simple map for instance, but leaves little freedom to the user in terms of multitouch
interactivity.
The next, more low level way of parsing touchdata is through touchevents. Touchevents are “...
similar to mouse events, except that you can receive and track more than one of them at once”[1].
Because of this unique feature we have chosen touchevents over gestures to create our multitouch interactions using the x and y position of each individual cursor to produce multiple notes at once.
TUIO standardisation
Luckily, multi touch interaction has been standardised into the TUIO standard. TUIO is “a simple
yet versatile protocol designed specifically to meet the requirements of table-top tangible user interfaces.” that provides a “... general and versatile communication interface between tangible table-top
controller interfaces and underlying application layers”[2]. Not only is TUIO a fine standard for passing touch event messages, it also has the largest base of implementations and API for all sorts of programming languages. Another great advantage of the TUIO standard is that there are numerous ways
to produce TUIO messages using all sorts of different multitouch interfaces, which will be discussed
in section 2.2.

2.2

Multitouch Interfaces

Multi touch interfaces can roughly be split up in two categories: tactile based systems and light based
systems. Both of these categories have their own advantages, costs and disadvantages so we will briefly
sum up the different options and explain which one we have chosen in our project.
Tactile based systems are mostly used in tablets, touchpads and monitor screens. They work with
electrical conductors that are influenced when the user presses his finger against the surface. Based
on certain current voltages, it is possible to calculate the x and y position of the user’s finger on the
screen. The difference between so called resistive and capacitive touch screens is that resistive touch
screens feature two electrically conductive layers, which are pressed against each other when the user
touches the screen, while capacitive touch screens only have one conductive, and make use of the fact
that the human body is also a conductor to influence the electrical current. This has the consequence
that objects that are not conductive, such as stylus pens, cannot be used on capacitive touch screens.
On the other hand, light-based systems work by using changes in the light density on a plane (in
other words: shadows and light reflections) to interpret where the user’s fingers are located. These
systems are usually equipped with an acrylic or glass surface plate with a camera (and optionally a
projector to project the screen image onto the screen) behind it, and some light source embedded in
the border of the surface or below the surface. There are a few different approaches to this setup of
which the most important are Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR), Diffused Illumination (DI),
Diffused Surface Illumination (DSI) and Laser Light Plane (LLP)3 .
3 For

a more in depth explanation of these different systems, see http://wiki.nuigroup.com/Multitouch_
Technologies. The images used in this section originate there as well
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Frustrated Total Internal Reflection works by keeping light ‘trapped’ into an acrylic surface
(because of the Snell’s Law). But as soon as the user’s finger touches the surface, the light is reflected
on the user’s skin which causes it to be reflected back below the surface, where the camera can pick it
up as a light point that can be used to calculate the position of the user’s finger. Mostly, infrared (IR)
light that is not visible for the user is used, which means that an image can be projected at the screen
from the back at the same time.

Figure 2: Frustrated Total Internal Reflection
Diffused Surface Illumination is an improved version of FTIR. The problem with FTIR is that the
(infrared) light that is used, is difficult to spread evenly, so that the brightness is the same everywhere
on the screen. Because the results are best with a constant brightness, DSI uses a special type of acylic
to make sure that the (IR) light is distributed evenly across the whole surface.
Diffused Illumination works by shining light onto a surface, causing light to be reflected into
the camera that is located behind the screen. When the user touches the surface, the amount of light
reflected to the camera is different at that particular point of the screen. There are two variants to DI,
Front DI and Rear DI. Rear DI uses a light source behind the screen as a light source, causing the
fingers to appear on the result image as enlightened bright spots, while Front DI uses a light source at
the user’s side of the screen, most often ambiant lighting, and as a result the user’s fingers show up as
shadows on the screen when he touches it.

Figure 3: (Rear) Diffused Illumination

4
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Laser Light Plane works by projecting a grid of (invisible) laser beams just above the screen
surface. As soon as the user touches the surface, the beams are interrupted and the light is reflected
downwards through the surface into the camera, where it is picked up and the position can be calculated. LLP doesn’t suffer from the problem of getting the whole screen illuminated evenly, but it is
difficult to set up, partly because laser light can be dangerous to the eyes.

Figure 4: Laser Light Plane

2.3

DIY Multitouch

In our project we have chosen to create and build our own small touch table at the lowest cost as
possible, inspired by the MTmini project4 . The MTmini project is a guide by Seth Sandler to create a
multitouch surface using a standard webcam, some cardboard, a piece of glass with a piece of white
paper on top. This setup uses Front Diffused Illumination using the piece of paper as diffuser. It uses
the shadows created by the user’s fingers to calculate where the surface is touched. By mounting the
camera at the bottom of the box and aiming it upwards to the surface top we can capture the image of
fingers touching the top of the surface. This image can now be processed by image processing software
(for example CCV, see section 2.4) to send TUIO messages that can be used in applications.
As seen in the figures below, our “Do It Yourself” (DIY) setup loosely resembles the example by
MTmini, though we have create a cardboard “sled” for the webcam to suspend the webcam inside the
box, making it easier to adjust and mount the webcam. While building the test setup we used brads to
connect the pieces of cardboard to make sure that the whole setup was detachable and portable, for we
had to carry it around multiple times.

4 http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/mtmini/
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The performance and functionality of this setup is amazingly good. Though we had seen the
examples in the youtube video’s we had to see for ourselves that such a cheap setup could produce
the desired multi touch effect results. The only real downside of our setup is that we do not have a
screen behind the touch interface, making it harder for a user to get visual feedback. However, because
our setup uses the TUIO standard, we can take our portable flash application with us and deploy it on
any multitouch interface that produces TUIO messages, including the multitouch table available in the
VU intertain lab5 . An alternative that we found for quick testing without the test setup is the CCV
alternative tool TongSeng6 which uses the MacBook multitouch touchpad to produce TUIO messages.

2.4

Software: Community Core Vision

Community Core Vision (CCV) application7 , created by the users of NUIGroup, is an open source
cross-platform solution for computer vision and machine sensing. The program takes any input video
stream (like a webcam or even a pre-recorded video in a test environment) and produces TUIO tracking
data and events, that will be sent to a local port (port 3333 on default) on the machine. When started,
the program offers the developer a very simple and intuitive GUI (as seen in figure 5.) that shows all
the steps in the process of turning the webcam data into so called blobs, which are abstract objects
containing the ID, x-position and y-position of a single tracked finger on the display.

Figure 5: The cross platform Community Core Vision application
The image processing is done by applying a chain of filters to the original webcam image which
transforms the original image into a black background with white shapes that resemble the fingertips
on the display. First the background is substracted from the original image, leaving a totally black
screen as result. Next the image is smoothed out to avoid any shadows showing up as fingers.
5 Intertain

lab at the VU Amsterdam http://wiki.cs.vu.nl/intertain/index.php/Planning:_elements_and_
tasks
6 http://github.com/fajran/tongseng
7 http://ccv.nuigroup.com/
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The resulting image is then passed through a high pass filter, which greatly increases the contrast
and accentuates the brightest spots on the image, which are the fingertips. The last filter is an amplification filter which amplifies the highpassed image to increase the size of the fingertip shapes. These
white shapes are then recognized by the software as individual fingers and then transformed into the
TUIO data.
Because the result of this filter pipeline is very dependant on the original imagesource, each filter can be tuned by adjusting the sliders beneath the images. This gives a developer more control to
finetuning the filters tailored to the camera that is used within the project. In addition to this recognition optimization the developer can calibrate the multitouch interface in this program by running the
calibration tool and pointing out where the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right corners are.

2.5

Software: From TUIO to Flash

To use the generated TUIO messages in our application, we first have to get the messages into flash.
The native TUIO standard uses UDP packets to send its messages. Because Flash has just started to
support UDP packets in its latest version8 , the community is still working on a TUIO UDP implementation for Flash. For now, the multitouch flash community has created some ways to convert the UDP
messages to a format that Flash can receive.
2.5.1

FLOSC

In the first and oldest demo’s that we tried out, a so-called “FLOSC Gateway” was supplied. FLOSC
is a “... standalone application written in Java that sends and receives OSC packets via UDP, translates
bidirectionally between binary OSC packets and an XML encoding of OSC packets, and sends and
receives XML entities
via TCP in a way thats compatible with Flashs XMLSocket feature”9 . This provided flash developers with a stream of TUIO messages through the XMLSocket which could be parsed in the actionscript
code.
2.5.2

udp-flashlc-bridge

However, as Georh Kaindl explains in his video featured on the official TUIO flash webpage10 , the
transfer of these messages can be greatly sped up by using a program called “udp-flashlc-bridge”.
Udp-flashlc-bridge is a “free, open-source bridge application between UDP network traffic and a Flash
LocalConnection ...”11 running from the command-line, much like the FLOSC gateway. The great
advantage of this program over the FLOSC gateway is that it listens for any UDP traffic and sends these
messages untouched through a Flash LocalConnection, which is a lot faster and far more efficient than
the previous XML or TCP based approaches.
The disadvantage of the faster udp-flash-bridge is that we had to use the new actionscript classes
and methods. Though the libraries were made as backwards compatible as possible, including the old
touchEvent’ class, the old demo’s had to be ported to work with the new libraries. Instead of doing
this we decided to pick up the new example code, which also is much cleaner and better structured
than the code used in the older FLOSC based demo’s.
2.5.3

TUIO AS3 Library

The goal of the new TUIO as3 library is to “deliver a very modular, fast and open as3 Tuio framework
that can be easily extended and reused. ”12 . The new model uses callbacks in a fashion quite similar to
8 http://www.adobe.com/flashplatform/
9 FLOSC:

http://www.benchun.net/flosc/
Kaindl on udp-flashlc-bridge: http://www.tuio.org/?flash
11 http://gkaindl.com/software/udp-flashlc-bridge
12 TUIO AS3 library http://bubblebird.at/tuioflash/tuio-as3-library/
10 Georh
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the model seen in java programming. The only thing a programmer has to do is to let his actionscript
class implement the ITuioListener interface and attach an instance as a listener to the TuioClient:
public class Example extends MovieClip implements ITuioListener {
private var tuio:TuioClient;
public function TuioExampleTrace() {
this.tuio = new TuioClient(new LCConnector());
this.tuio.addListener(this);
}
...
}
Any class implementing the ITuioListener has to implement 9 methods, which are the callbacks
for the typical multitouch touch events called addTuioCursor, updateTuioCursor and removeTuioCursor.
These methods all pass a TuioCursor which contains things like an ID, x and y position for that specific cursor.
This structure makes it extremely easy for programmers to get started with multitouch without
having to think too much about the inherent parallelism of multitouch programming. Intuitively each
time a finger touches the surface, the addTuioCursor method will be called, upon the programmer
can create for instance a new circle to the screen on the position described in the passed TuioObject,
as seen in the example below. If the user presses 5 fingers on the multitouch surface, the method will
be called 5 times with different TuioObjects, creating 5 circles on the screen.
public function addTuioCursor(tuioCursor:TuioCursor):void {
new Circle(tuioCursor.sessionID.toString(), stage,
tuioCursor.x*stage.stageWidth,
tuioCursor.y * stage.stageHeight,
this.circleSize, 0xee3333);
}

3

Audio Programming

The second part of this document is dedicated to audio programming and available actionscript audio
libraries in general. While working on the prototype and final product we stumbled upon a lot of audio
theory and problems that are worth mentioning. The most important part of this project was to create
a responsive and immersive experience, so speed and optimization play a big role in the trade-offs we
made while programming the audio part of the application.

3.1

Audio in ActionScript

Probably because Flash started out as a mostly visual programming language, audio programming has
for a long time been a weak point of ActionScript. Not only has the audio functionality of Flash been
very limited in features, it was also very buggy and unpredictable. While playing back sounds was only
just feasible, generating sounds, let alone more complex sound manipulation was next to impossible
(in other words: very complex and unstable). Only recently, with the release of Flash Player 10, things
have started to change for the better, after a group of prominent ActionScript developers put pressure
on Adobe by means of the Adobe: “Make Some Noise” campaign 13 .
Previously, sound generation was only possible by injecting an .swf file with custom audio code
during execution time and then playing back the swf file. Of course this is basicly a sophisticated hack
to get the right sound data to the sound card. The Popforge framework, briefly discussed in the next
section, uses this method.
13 http://www.make-some-noise.info/
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In Flash Player 10 (FP10), there finally is an official method to send custom sound data to the sound
card. This should be done by registering an EventListener14 to a Sound object, that will fire an Event
as soon as the soundcard is low on sound data. In the callback method for this Event, the user can then
construct the right bytearray containing custom sound data, and pass it on to the sound card. Of course
this is still a very low level API for sound generation, but at least it is not a hack, and is reasonably
fast. The SiON framework uses this new soundData EventListener.

3.2

Audio Frameworks

First, we looked at the Popforge framework. The Popforge framework was used by Andr Michelle to
create his simulation of the famous Roland TR-909 drum machine in flash15 . While this simulation is
awesome, the Popforge framework itself didn’t turn out to be that useful for our purposes.
The Popforge framework has over time evolved into the Hobnox Audiotool16 , which is a browser
based music creation and manipulation tool. It aims to do in the browser what tools like Fruity Loops17
and Reason 18 do as standalone sequencer applications. However, the source code is not released, which
makes Hobnox also not the framework we were looking for.
Two other related frameworks that have to to with Sound are SoundFX19 , which provides easy
plugin Sound filters for sound manipulation. These sound filters work exactly like the visual filters that
are part of ActionScript3 itself.
Then there is also HYPE20 , which is a creative coding framework for ActionScript3, created by
Joshua Davis and Branden Hall. This frameworks focusses more on the visual size, and it also contains
a SoundAnalyzer class which can be used to analyze sound, but not to create or manipulate it.

3.3

SiON Framework

Because none of the previously discussed frameworks offered the dynamic custom audio tones generation in a structured way that we were looking for, we turned to the SiON framework21 . This framework
is newer and uses the FP10 improvements to the Sound class.
The SiON framework is quite a complex set of classes, but for the end user (in other words: the
application programmer) it offers a very simple and elegant API. To use the framework, we first create
a SiONDriver object:
var driver:SiONDriver = new SiONDriver();
This initializes the main interface to the sound card. Playing a sequence of notes is as easy as calling
the play function and passing a piece of music as it’s first parameter:
driver.play("t100 l8 [ccggaag4 ffeeddc4]2");
The music is stored in Music Macro Language (MML) notation 22 , a notation that allows storage of
music data in a condensed text format. The first value (”t100”) indicates that the tempo should be
set to 100 beats per second. The second value (”l8”) indicates that the default note length is 1/8th.
The rest of the MML string is the sequence of notes to be played, with each letter representing the
note corresponding to standard music notation a,b,c,d,e,f,g, and the brackets followed by a number
14 For

technical information on how the new EventListener works, see: http://www.kaourantin.net/
2008/05/adobe-is-making-some-noise-part-2.html
and
http://www.kaourantin.net/2008/05/
adobe-is-making-some-noise-part-3.html
15 http://lab.andre-michelle.com/fl-909
16 http://www.hobnox.com/audiotool
17 Image-line’s Fruityloops: http://flstudio.image-line.com/
18 Propellorheads Reason: http://www.propellerheads.se/products/reason/
19 http://www.anttikupila.com/flash/soundfx-out-of-the-box-audio-filters-with-actionscript-3/
20 http://hype.joshuadavis.com/
21 http://www.libspark.org/wiki/keim/SiON_e
22 Music Macro Language: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_Macro_Language
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representing repeated sections (with the number behind the closing bracket representing the number of
times the section between the brackets is to be looped. Finally, a number (n) behind an individual note
changes the length of the particular individual note to 1/n. Using this MML notation, multiple tracks
and notes can easily be sequenced.
Instead of passing the MML string directly to the play() method, it is also possible to compile
the MML manually before passing it to the play() method. In that case, the string %t0,1,1 has to be
appended at the front of the MML string to make the use of EventListeners possible23 :
compiledMML = driver.compile("%t0,1,1 t100 l8 [ccggaag4 ffeeddc4]2");
driver.addEventListener(SiONTrackEvent.NOTE_ON_FRAME, _onNoteOn);
driver.addEventListener(SiONTrackEvent.NOTE_OFF_FRAME, _onNoteOff);
driver.play(compiledMML);
The SiON framework features a lot of preset “voices”, for example piano’s, guitars, strings, synths
and percussions, which are presets for the synthesizers filters and envelopes etc. to sound like these
instruments when playing the notes. These voices can be selected from a library of PresetVoices, or
can be accessed directly if you know the name of the preset, for example:
var presetVoice:SiONPresetVoice = new SiONPresetVoice();
voice = presetVoice["valsound.piano8"];
One of the most powerful functions of the SiON framework is that the SiONDriver class has functionality to enable and disable individual notes in parallel to the playback of a music sequence. In this
example, note number 60 is turned on and off respectively, with the passed preset voice voice, and an
infinite length:
driver.noteOn(60, voice, 0);
driver.noteOff(60);
Finally, the framework contains an extensive array of filters and effects that can be connected to different ‘effect slots’ of the effector (effect module) that the SiONDriver object has. These effects
influence the sound of the synthesizer as a whole and allow for very precise sound manipulation. For
example, to apply a Reverb effect, an SiEffectStereoReverb object can be created and connected to an
effector slot:
var reverb:SiEffectStereoReverb = new SiEffectStereoReverb();
reverb.initialize();
reverb.setParameters();
driver.effector.initialize();
driver.effector.connect(0, reverb);
Overall the SiON library offers a very diverse and powerfull synthesizer sound, which is very
reusable and sounds amazing on high quality speakers which makes it perfect for our application
deployment purposes.

4

NiftySynth

The endproduct that we have created in this project is called NiftySynth24 , available online in swf
format for online use and air installer format. The NiftySynth program uses the TUIO multitouch and
SiON synthesizer libraries to create an intuitive multitouch audio experience.
The user interface (as seen in figure 6) shown to the user consists of a grey screen with a sound wave
visualization that shows the current (combined) waveform that is produced by the program. Whenever
23 Unfortunately
24 NiftySynth

it seems that this feature is poorly documented, but it should work
by NiftySystems http://www.niftysystems.nl/audio
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a finger is pressed onto the multitouch surface the synthesizer plays a note that depends on the index
value. This value is calculated by the recognized TUIO cursor, the NUMBER_OF_KEYS constant in the
code and the key offset. The key offset is implemented to provide higher accuracy of notes on smaller
screens by limiting the range of playable notes. The index is then used to select the note from the
current scale.
The scale system is implemented to make sure that every note that is played sounds “in tune”. This
is done by picking the notes only from the current “minor pentatonic” scale. By pressing the keys a,
b, c, d, e, f and g keys on the keyboard that resemble the notes on a music instrument (as well as the
sharp notes by holding shift and pressing the keys e.g. shift-c for c#) one can change the available
notes on the screen without ever playing a note that is out of tune. Changing the scales also allows the
performer to adapt to any music he or she is playing along with.
The y-axis on the screen is used to control the resonance and cutoff of the synthesizer sound. This
allows the user to create extra expression in notes as reflected in the visualization, showing small amplitude waves with high cutoff and big amplitude waves with low cutoff sounds. This could for instance
also be a great demonstration in classes to show the effect of frequency and amplitude manipulation
because of the easy control of waves and attractive visualization.
To create some more musical freedom in the application we have enabled the users to change
the preset sound into other instruments / synthesizer voices. This can be done using the arrow keys.
Pressing the keyboard’s up and down arrows changes the voice category, such as synthesizer leads,
guitars, bells and default waveforms. The keyboard left and right keys change the voices within a
category, for instance selecting a sine, sawtooth, square and triangle wave within the default waveform
category.
The final product’s interface is intentionally kept as minimal as possible. The user is able to multitouch the screen, change the scale and voices and activate fullscreen mode by pressing the spacebar.
Though we had a lot of ideas for GUI interaction and visuals, such as on screen sliders/faders and
knobs to control synthesizer parameters and a grid that indicates where the notes on the screen are
seperated, we have chosen for a simplistic approach to create an intuitive experience that doesn’t need
a manual to use.

Figure 6: A screenshot of NiftySynth in action
In the final stage of the project we found that people that are interested in the product that don’t
have a multitouch interface setup should also be able to interact with the application. Therefore we
have also implemented (single touch) mouse support to allow users to quickly try out the application
online without going through the hassle of setting up a multitouch interface.
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Howto: setup Multitouch NiftySynth

To run the NiftySynth multitouch application on your computer with your own DIY multitouch surface,
Apple MacbookPro multitouch touchpad or any other TUIO compatible device one must follow the
following steps:
1. Get your interface to send TUIO messages to the localhost port 3333. This can be done with several
applications, available for all platforms.
1a. When using a DIY webcam interface as described in section 2.3, install the open source Community
Core Vision software described in section 2.4 and calibrate the software using the guides on their site.
This program is available for all platforms, including Windows, Mac and Linux.
1b. When using the integrated multitouch trackpad in the Apple MacbookPro laptops run the TongSeng
program and simply press “start” in the application to start sending TUIO messages to the localhost.
2. Start the udp-flashlc-bridge application to transfer the TUIO udp traffic to the Flash localconnection.
The zip package on their websites contains both a Windows version (udp-flashlc-bridge-win which has
to be renamed to udp-flashlc-bridge-win.bat to run it) and a unix version that runs on Linux and Mac.
3a. Open the NiftySynth.swf file in your browser to run our program once or install the application
to your computer by running the NiftySynth.air installer package. The air application has the
advantage that keyboard keys enabled in full screen mode.
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Conclusion / Future Research

Evaluating this project, we are very pleased with the results, both the theoretical part of describing the
different multi touch and audio related technologies, standards and approaches and the final NiftySynth
application we created. Although the implementation of multi touch by mass market products (Windows 7, Apple Macbooks and others) is still very limited, the more low level technology and the
different types TUIO software prove that multi touch is potentially a very powerful human computer
interaction paradigm. The Flash Player 10 update and the SiON audio framework finally enable solid
audio generation in ActionScript. Combined with the already very powerful graphical capabilities, the
position of Flash as one of the most powerful multimedia frameworks available is obvious.
The NiftySynth application is powerful yet simple, animated yet responsive, and has a clear visual
style. When deployed on a touch surface or table, it provokes the wish to be touched and talked about.
Because we created both an online web version and an easily deployable AIR packaged version of the
application, and enabled both single touch mouse input and multi touch TUIO input, the application
can be used in any way the user wants.
There are also a lot of opportunities for further research. The NiftySynth application could for
example be extended with for example split screen multi instrument functionality, the ability to record
and play back performances, a function to use backing tracks and beats, or probably even a physics
based system that enables users to ‘throw’ notes across the screen. Additionally, more complex notebased audio manipulation features could be added, as well as more advanced visualization features,
showing for example the different tone regions on the screen, to make music composition and live
perforance easier. Finally, the option to select custom tone scales could be added.
If, as is to be expected, multi touch interfaces will become more omnipresent, multi touch, audio
generation and actionscript may prove to be the perfect match.
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